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            Autumn Statement 2022

                      
collectionOngoing analysis on the choices facing the Chancellor at the 2022 Autumn Statement, from the Institute for Fiscal Studies
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            Race and ethnicity

                      
reportThis chapter considers inequalities across ethnic groups in the United Kingdom and finds that there is no single story of advantage or disadvantage.
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            Latest trends in further education and sixth form spending in England

                      
commentUpdated analysis of trends in further education and sixth form spending per pupil and upcoming resource challenges facing colleges and sixth forms. 

24 October 2022
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            Are we in a new era of austerity?

                      
podcastThis week, we speak with Gemma Tetlow, Chief Economist at the Institute for Government, and Carl Emmerson, Deputy Director at IFS.
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            The Autumn Statement 2022 explained

                      
explainerPaul Johnson provides an immediate response to the government's Autumn Statement.
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            Income and wealth inequality explained in 5 charts

                      
explainerWe document how economic inequalities have changed over the last sixty years, and how experiences have varied for different groups.

9 November 2022
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            Political inequalities

                      
eventAt this online event, we will present and discuss findings from major new work on political inequalities
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            Education spending: the right priorities?

                      
eventThis event, taking place online and in Westminster, will launch the 2022 IFS Annual Report on Education Spending, funded by the Nuffield Foundation.
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            IFS residential conference 2023 - Taxing top incomes: design issues & challenges beyond the politics

                      
conferenceThis conference, sponsored by CIOT, will look at the taxation of top incomes and ask how the system could be made more rational and effective.
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            Centre for the Microeconomic Analysis of Public Policy

                      
landing pageThe ESRC has funded a research centre at IFS since 1991, recognised as a global centre of excellence and now with UKRI Research Institute status.
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            Jobs

                      
landing pageAt IFS, we recruit and train top-quality economists and professional support staff. We aim to foster a respectful and inclusive working environment.

20 July 2022
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